
Do no harm, last chance for Romance
Anyone Listening?

To All, You are Free, however, bad 3, 4, 5- lowest hacked dimensional
actors’ hard holograms, need help by soft Sheriff, and Navy Action, Med
Beds, or other types of healing. Be at 5.5, above only love, and you’’ be
fine. No, Martial Law Here Earth, Tara, Gaia.

I, King Daryl Arthur-Payan I, incarnated for this purpose and to
set all free from slavery and to expand to the lands beyond the ice walls.
Also, to connect the three separated timelines in Amuraca to one for the



purpose for all lands to expand and reconnect that Admiral Bird spoke of,
inner earth and 12 tribe lands etc. beyond in the blocked dimension of salt
in sea to purified water of ice walls. Now that Love, Joy and
enlightenment has occurred through the 3 flags I hold for you. Universal
newly designed of King Daryl Arthur-Payan 1, which is me re-
incarnated, the newly fitted 8 Point Saint Patrick’s Commercial Trading
Bank Flag of Ireland, that German-ic/Dutch 9 Dimensional, actually
Basque, tricked the People into Freemason Lodges Scotland hive minded
like were boxed in to control the land of our Hard Hologram Angelic-
Hue-mans, and or at that time they did not have the technology to see
beyond the walls of ice blocking the consciousness for expansion of the 4
elements of this Consciousness or there was anything on this land beyond
without destruction. They could go no higher nor the Final Queen at the
end of time, being in other Dimensions, at same time. Were dimensional
Creators.

This other Flag I made of Texas with Amuraca, not the America
Company name, is a Better Constitution some say. Where King Arthur’s
Port of Entry is, and King Arthurs Castle Claimed already without
cost/payment in fiction and to whom? When was here long ago in the
Grand Canyon, Arizona, and rightfully mine to share with the World at
some point. All of my other Claimed Castles, and all of the 9d Queen



Elizabeth II acting as, I hereby now King Daryl Arthur-Payan I, in
Amuraca as once no division Original Basque of Atlantis and Lemurian’s
here, by state or State, of mind heart, or Brain mind, anymore, claim all of
those held castles and gold or any other relics that she or her heirs possess,
and this at some point will be for a different consciousness , to let it go,
where I say, It is the story finality. Not wealth, seeking as such, as there
is an abundance everywhere mainly in the heart of Christ and Arthur both
a Consciousness Creators. 12 D

Therefore, I King Daryl Arthur-Payan I, remove the 1776 in Washington
D. C. in Company name America, doings of the same ole story in a
conscious or sub-consciousness, lower vibration, otherwise the other Actor
wouldn’t be making war, their of the same for Control. I annexed
Washington 10 mile square a while back.  No one won a fraud election of
the same actors over and over, more fraud upon more, liars within lies,
truths of that. Where it is confusing people in this energetic consciousness
shift remembering their past lives and what they are here for on this new
Conscious Evolution Ascension, joining in a Revolution of the Galaxy,
Planetary, Universally, into the cosmos and out of the Spiral Time trap
loop, and trying for another reincarnation period. Well the Periods with
fe-males from the moon cycle of destruction is over and fake sun reflectors
operated from Las Vegas and the 10 % revenue deal to the Tiamat Queen



is over as well. Why do you think all the history ended up there? Close to
it. This is a fractal hard consciousness returning for all corrections moving
rapidly forward for free everything mainly the hearts. Anunaki  #7 DNA
and design of the Hue-man , Prior was Gamma. Angelic…

Ireland it the real Land that had no grids connected to it. I was the
invasion from the Vatican and Kings and Queens of the 1-7 Georges that
always tried to invade, called the Saxons. Even in the other ages, Iron,
Bronze, Silver, now Golden, they basically controlled beyond what they
didn’t know either. School is out, up to you now.

Sincerely, From: King Crown Maji- -: Daryl-Arthur-Payan I,

And Twin Brother Jeshua

Native to all here, and everywhere, start with “Unconditional Power of
Love!” Quote from Bruce Lee. “Careful of what you say, your body
doesn’t know the difference. “ we are 72 % water, etc..
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